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What is international 
roaming?

When you travel to a foreign country, your mobile phone keeps working :
you are roaming. You can make & receive phone calls, write text messages
(SMS)or surf the internet and download content.(SMS)or surf the internet and download content.



Voice Roaming
When you or receive a call while abroad you are using voice 
roaming

Receiving a roaming voice callMaking a roaming voice call

A friend dials your mobile phone
number

You dial a mobile phone number. Your
host operator receives your call

Your friend’s operator routes the call to
your home operator (which may or may

Seeing an international number, it
transfers the call via ‘international your home operator (which may or may

not be the same as yours).
transfers the call via ‘international
transit’ to your friend’s home operator.

Your home operator knows that you are
currently roaming through a host
operator in a foreign country, so it
transfers the call to the host operator
via ‘international transit’.

Your friend’s home operator transfers
the call to your friend. The connection is
established.

The host operator receives the call and
transfers it to you. The connection is
established.



When you send or receive an SMS while abroad you 
are an SMS roaming

Receiving a text message (SMS)Sending a text message (SMS)

A friend sends you an SMS while you are
abroad.

You send an SMS to a friend while
abroad.

Your friend’s operator transfers the SMS
to your home operator.

The host operator transfers the SMS to
your home operator.

Your home operator transfers the SMS
to your host operator.

Your home operator transfers the SMS
to your friend’s operator.



Data Roaming



Receiving multimedi messageSending multimedia message

The MMS is sent by your friend’s
operator to your home operator.

The MMS is sent by the host operator
via international transit.

Your home operator transfers the MMS
by international transit.

The international transit transfers the
MMS to your home operator.

The international transit system
transfers the MMS to your host
operator.

The home operator transfers the MMS
to your friend’s operator.



Connecting to the internet while you abroad

Your host operator transfers your data, via international transit, to your homeYour host operator transfers your data, via international transit, to your home
operator.

Your home operator connects you to the internet, your e-mail and other
services.



Roaming prices and 
regulation for EU citizens

The EU roaming regulation was adopted in 2007 and introduced caps onThe EU roaming regulation was adopted in 2007 and introduced caps on
roaming prices (“Eurotariff”) and imposed certain information obligation on
operators, ensuring that mobile phone subscribers pay affordable and
transparent roaming prices when they travelling across the EU



The Eurotariff set the maximum prices for phone calls made and received while
abroad.

These maximum prices apply to all consumers unless they opted for special
packages offered by operator.



In addition, as of 1 July 2010, consumers are protected by an automatic
safeguard against data roaming bill shocks. The amended roaming
regulation will apply until summer 2012. As requested by the European
Parliament, the Commission published a report on the functioning of the
amended rules in July 2010. Moreover, the Commission had the task to
conduct a full review of the Regulation in 2011 and could propose furtherconduct a full review of the Regulation in 2011 and could propose further
rules, if reqired



Main provision of the current 
Roaming regulation : 







What is our aim?
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How do we reach our aim?
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License and 
Regulation  for 

operator

Propose tariff 

disagree

Give point Study itagree

approve

Give point 
of view

correcting
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Recommendation   ITU-T  D.93
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At a glance
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Principles for settlements 
between PLMNs
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Roamed mobile station to a fixed 
station
Mobile station A* has roamed to PLMN in 
country B and makes a national call to a fixed 
stationstation
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Charging: A* will be billed by its HPLMN 
based on data provided by the VPLMN.

Inter PLMN settlement: The HPLMN "A" 
will reimburse the VPLMN "B" for the charges 
incurred by the roamer.incurred by the roamer.
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National activity
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Subscriber Voice Tariff  in a minute (U.S Dollar)

TCI subscriber 0.45

Other Operator Subscriber 0.55
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Roamed mobile station-to-fixed 
station
Mobile station A* has roamed to a PLMN in 
country B and makes an international call.
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Charging: A* will be billed by its HPLMN 
based on data provided by the VPLMN.

Inter PLMN settlement: the HPLMN "A" will 
reimburse the VPLMN "B" for the charges 
incurred by the roamer.
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Call to a third country, C
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Roamed mobile station-to-
mobile station
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Charging: A* will be billed by its HPLMN based on data provided by 
the VPLMN.

Inter PLMN settlement: The HPLMN "A" will reimburse the VPLMN 
"B" for the charges incurred by the roamer.roamer.
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Roamed mobile station-to-
roamed mobile station
roamed mobile station A* makes an 
international call to roamed mobile 
station C* operating in country D.
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Charging: A* will be billed by the HPLMN based on data 
provided by the VPLMN.

Inter PLMN settlement: For A*, its HPLMN will reimburse 
the VPLMN "B" for charges incurred by A*'s roaming in 
country B.
–For C*, its HPLMN may raise a charge for the forwarded –For C*, its HPLMN may raise a charge for the forwarded 
element of the call.
–C* may be billed by its HPLMN for the charges which may 
be raised by the VPLMN "D" for the roamer's use of its 
network to receive the call, based on the data provided by 
the VPLMN.
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SMS Tariff  

Tariff  per message (U.S Dollar)

0.18

Sending SMS

Other countries Subscriber to TCI subscriber

0.25

10% +25% Service cost(Mark Up)

10% +25% Service cost(Mark Up)

  30 % International Voice Tariff  per minute

Other countries Subscriber to Other operator 

Subscriber in Iran

Other countries Subscriber to Other countries 

Subscriber

Other countries Subscriber to the same country 

Subscriber in Iran

Iranian subscriber to Other countries Subscriber in Iran
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SMS tariff  for International Roaming 
Communication While Iranian subscriber travels to 
other countries and  Iranian operators send SMS.

per message sending SMS Tariff

30 % mobile to mobile  national Voice Tariff  For sender30 % mobile to mobile  national Voice Tariff  

per minute(equals to sending internal SMS 

Tariff)

For sender

Reference: Document No 10120/س  /ت Date: 1385/06/01
Communication Regulatory Commission 
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Conclusion
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